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Most previous analysis of Twitter user behavior is focused on individual information cascades and the social
followers graph, in which the nodes for two users are connected if one follows the other. We instead study
aggregate user behavior and the retweet graph with a focus on quantitative descriptions. We find that
the lifetime tweet distribution is a type-II discrete Weibull stemming from a power law hazard function,
that the tweet rate distribution, although asymptotically power law, exhibits a lognormal cutoff over finite
sample intervals, and that the inter-tweet interval distribution is a power law with exponential cutoff.
The retweet graph is small-world and scale-free, like the social graph, but is less disassortative and has
much stronger clustering. These differences are consistent with it better capturing the real-world social
relationships of and trust between users than the social graph. Beyond just understanding and modeling
human communication patterns and social networks, applications for alternative, decentralized microblogging
systems—both predicting real-word performance and detecting spam—are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative modeling of Twitter usage is important both for understanding human
communication patterns and optimizing the performance of other microblogging communication platforms. However, prior analysis is focused on the social graph [Kwak et al.
2010; Bliss et al. 2012; Teutle 2010; Gabielkov and Legout 2012; Ghosh et al. 2012] or on
individual information cascades that represent a small fraction of all tweets [Suh et al.
2010; Java et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2011; Lotan et al. 2011; Galuba et al. 2010]. Descriptions of basic behaviors are missing from the literature. For example, the qualitative
distributions of the number of followers and friends is available [Kwak et al. 2010],
but not the distribution of tweet rates. Common factors of heavily retweeted tweets
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are known [Suh et al. 2010], but the propensity of users to retweet, i.e., distribution
of retweet rates, is not. We begin to fill these gaps by considering user behavior as a
whole, providing quantitative descriptions of the distributions of lifetime tweets, tweet
rates, and inter-tweet times.
We are motivated by increasing interest in decentralized microblogging systems
designed to protect user privacy and resist censorship. FETHER [Sandler and Wallach
2009], Cuckoo [Xu et al. 2010], and Litter [St Juste et al. 2011] reduce dependence on a
single provider, while 1am [1am 2013] and Twister [Freitas 2013] are explicitly designed
to avoid censorship and reprisal by government agencies. Designing a decentralized
system capable of handling the message rates and volumes of Twitter is already a
significant challenge and is nearly impossible without a good understanding of these
usage patterns.
Given the complexity of these systems, understanding of the trade-offs in the performance and cost metrics—throughput, latency, energy consumption—is obtained
through simulations, but such simulations are only as accurate as the data and models
driving them. Consider fair allocation of network resources—fairness looks very different when the expected distribution of tweets is 80–20 power law and not uniform. Or,
consider measuring delivery latencies, with messages queuing at intermediate nodes,
a metric dependent on the (non-Poisson) arrival process, i.e., the inter-tweet duration
distribution. Quantitative models of these basic behaviors are needed.
The underlying human behaviors should extend across communication platforms—
tweet rates should mirror call rates in the telephone network and total lifetime tweets
should mirror total lifetime contributions to Wikipedia or YouTube—suggesting that
models of those behaviors [Wilkinson 2008; Seshadri et al. 2008; Candia et al. 2008] be
used in proxy for microblogging design. However, our analysis of the Twitter data shows
differing behavior, indicating possible faults in several of these models. Our results for
Twitter should enable future work to identify or refine further commonalities in human
communication.
Tweets generally travel via the explicit social followers graph [Kwak et al. 2010],
which has been well-studied. Surprisingly, the retweet graph, in which a directed edge
connects two users if the source has retweeted the destination, has received almost
no attention. This implicit graph may be more relevant to information propagation in
decentralized systems. A throughput-limited system needs some way of prioritizing
messages. People are usually more selective in what they say than to whom they listen,
so the retweet graph may better encode true interest and trust relationships among
users. For example, 1am1 does not support friend/follower relationships, so the retweet
graph is the only available social graph. We conduct the first study of the retweet
graph obtained from a 4-month sample of 10% of all tweets and compare it to the social
followers graph.
These results have wide applicability. The quantification of communication behaviors and the social graph, beyond allowing direct comparison with other alreadycharacterized platforms, enables the development of generative models explaining
the underlying processes. In a more direct view, knowing the number of tweets, tweet
rates, and inter-tweet times is sufficient for simulating and optimizing microblogging
platform performance. The confirmation that the retweet graph is scale-free and smallword enables the generation of random retweet graphs for empirical evaluation. We
focus on two such applications, the design of distributed microblogging systems and the
detection of spammers using connectivity in the retweet graph.
1 1am

[1am 2013] is a decentralized, geographic microblogging system in which messages are broadcast
to users within radio range of the sender. Other users may re-post the message, extending its reach, but
messages are not re-posted without endorsement by users.
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We have the following main findings.
— The distribution of lifetime tweets is discrete Weibull (type-II), generalizing a power
law form shown by Wilkinson for other online communities [Wilkinson 2008]. We
conjecture that the Weibull shape parameter reflects the average amount of (positive
or negative) feedback available to contributors. (Section 3)
— The distribution of tweet (and retweet) rates is asymptotically power law, but exhibits
a lognormal cutoff over finite-duration samples. Thus, high tweet rates are much
rarer in practice than the asymptotic distribution would suggest. We also discount a
double Pareto lognormal (DPLN) explanation previously advanced in the context of
call rates [Seshadri et al. 2008]. (Section 4)
— The distribution of inter-tweet durations is power law with exponential cutoff, mirroring that of telephone calls [Candia et al. 2008]. (Section 5)
— The retweet graph is small-world and scale-free, like the social followers graph, but
less disassortative and more highly clustered. It is more similar than the followers
graph to real-world social networks, consistent with better reflection of real-world
relationships and trust. (Section 6)
In Section 7, we discuss the implications of these results for decentralized microblogging architectures and in Section 8 we consider using the structure of the retweet graph
for spammer detection.
2. DATASETS

The Twitter API rate limits and terms of service prevent collection and sharing of a
single complete tweet dataset suitable for all our queries [Watters 2011]. Our analysis
focuses on a dataset containing 10% of all tweets sent between June and September
2012, but we supplement with sets from other researchers as necessary. This section
summarizes these datasets and describes our main procedure for inferring population
statistics from the 10% sample.
2.1. 2009 Social Graph

Kwak et al.’s 2009 crawl [Kwak et al. 2010] remains the largest and most complete
public snapshot of the Twitter social followers graph, covering 41.7 million users and
1.47 billion relations. The data is dated, but still the best available. Repeating this
crawl is infeasible under current rate limits, and feasible sampling strategies (e.g.,
snowball-sampling [Goodman 1961]) lead to results that are difficult to interpret [Lee
et al. 2006]. We use this social graph snapshot for all comparisons with the retweet
graph.
2.2. Lifetime Contribution Dataset

No tweet dataset is complete enough to compute lifetime contributions, the number
of tweets sent before quitting Twitter, but the Twitter API exposes (subject to rate
limits) the necessary information. We collected account age, date of last tweet, and total
tweet count (as of June 2013) for 1 318 683 users2 selected uniformly randomly from
the 2009 social graph set.3 525 779 of these users were inactive, i.e., had not tweeted in
the prior six months [Wilkinson 2008].4 Their ages and tweet counts form the lifetime
contribution set used in Section 3.
2 We

ran the rate-limited collection script for 19 h.
2009 social graph dataset is the closest to a uniform random sample of Twitter users we could find.
More recent sets are biased towards users that tweet more often.
4 The creation dates of protected tweets are hidden, so all users with protected tweets were excluded.
3 The
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Table I: 10% Sample (Gardenhose) Dataset

# of Tweets
# of Retweets
# of Tweeters
# of Retweeters
# of Retweetees
†

10% Sample

Actual Value†

4 097 787 713
953 457 874

41 256 584 408
9 664 691 519

104 083 457
51 319 979
38 975 108

166 335 390
84 278 086
69 224 526

Estimated using the described EM procedure.

2.3. SNAP Tweet Dataset

Computing inter-tweet intervals requires consecutive tweets—a random sample is
insufficient.5 For our inter-tweet distribution analysis in Section 5, we use a collection
of 467 million tweets gathered by the SNAP team in 2009 [Yang and Leskovec 2011].
The full dataset is no longer publicly available per request from Twitter, but the authors
kindly shared the inter-tweet metadata.
2.4. 10% Sample (Gardenhose) Dataset

Our primary dataset is a uniform random 10% sample6 of all tweets (the “gardenhose”
stream) sent in the four month period spanning June through September 2012. Table I
shows the scope of the dataset, using the following definitions. A tweeter is a user who
sends a tweet, an original message. A retweeter is a user who sends a retweet, forwarding
a previous tweet. A retweetee is a user whose tweet was retweeted. Retweets were
identified using both Twitter-provided metadata and analysis of the message contents
for retweet syntax, e.g., “RT@”.7
The sampled data poses a challenge for drawing quantitative conclusions about user
behavior and the structure of the retweet graph. For many of the distributions we wish
to quantify, the sample is biased towards users that tweeted more frequently. In fact,
most users with fewer than ten tweets will not appear at all. Much prior work in the
social network and graph analysis literature has focused on qualitatively characterizing
the errors introduced by subsampling, motivated by quicker analysis [Lee et al. 2006;
Son et al. 2012]. We instead give an approach to accurately estimate quantitative
population statistics from the 10% random sample.
2.5. Estimating Population Distributions from the 10% Sample Dataset

For simplicity, we describe the method for a concrete problem: determining the distribution of tweets per user over our four month window. The method is trivially adapted to
a variety of such problems, including multivariate joint distributions as in Section 6.3.
This approach has been previously used in other fields [Duffield et al. 2005]. We wish to
determine the number of users, fi , with i ∈ N+ tweets, given the number of users, gj ,
with j ∈ N+ tweets observed in the sample (remember that each tweet is observed with
10% probability). gj includes some users from each fi≥j , with the binomial distribution
B0.1 (i, j) describing how the users in fi are partitioned among the various gj≤i . Intu5A

random sample would be sufficient if the process were Poisson, but it is not.
precisely, each tweet is included in this sample with 10% probability.
7 Specifically, we used the following (Java) regular expression after lowercasing the tweet: Pattern.compile(
"(?:^|[\\W])(?:rt|retweet(?:ing)?|via)\\s*:?\\s*@\\s*([a-zA-Z0-9_]1,20)(?:\$|\\W)")
6 More
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ble III for parameters.
ticipation momentum.

itively, a good estimate fˆ is that which maximizes the probability of the observation g,
i.e., standard maximum likelihood estimation.
The corresponding likelihood function is not analytically tractable, so we employ
an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al. 1977; Borman 2009] to
compute the estimate fˆ, summarized here. Let φi be the probability that a user sends
i tweets conditional on at least one of them being observed and ci,j be the probability
a user with i tweets has j of them observed conditional on j ≥ 1 (i.e., the binomial
probability conditioned P
on seeing at least one
 success). The log-likelihood function to
maximize is L(φ|f, g) = 1≤j≤i fi,j log φi ci,j , where φ are the parameters to estimate
and f and g are the hidden and observed variables, respectively. We compute the
parameter estimate by iteratively selecting a new estimate φk+1 that maximizes the

expected likelihood under the previous estimate φk , i.e., φk+1 , arg maxφ Q φ, φk ,



where Q φ, φk , Ef |g,φk L(φ|f, g) . This process is known to converge [McLachlan
P
and Krishnan 2008]. Letting γ , 1≤j gj be the total number of observed users, this


maximization is solved using Lagrangian multipliers to yield φk+1
= γ1 Eφk fi |g or in
i
g
matrix form for fast implementation on a computer, φ(k+1) = γ1 × φ(k) × C · C > ·φ
(k) . The
1
ˆ
hidden original frequencies are recovered from the final estimate φ̂ as fi = γ φ̂i
.
1−B0.1 (i,0)

Figure 1 shows the result using the distribution of tweets sent during our fourmonth collection window as an example. The correct distribution computed via the
EM algorithm is substantially different, particularly in the lower decades, from the
uncorrected or scaled (i.e., assuming that observing j tweets implies 10j were sent)
distributions.
3. DISTRIBUTION OF LIFETIME TWEETS

Strong regularities in participation behavior have been observed across many online
peer production systems, suggesting a common underlying dynamic. Wilkinson found
that for Bugzilla, Essembly, Wikipedia, and Digg, the probability that a user makes no
further contributions is inversely proportional to the number of contributions already
made, suggesting a notion of participation momentum [Wilkinson 2008]. Huberman et
al. observed the same in YouTube [Huberman et al. 2009]. We look for a similar effect
in Twitter.
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Table II: Contribution Momentum
Exponents
Community
†

Essembly
Digg†
Twitter
Bugzilla†
Essembly†
Wikipedia†
Digg†
Youtube‡
†
‡

α

p

kmin

1.47
1.53
1.54
1.98
2.02
2.28
2.40
2.46

0.59
0.64
0.96
0.74
0.25
0.69
0.04
—

3
15
12
5
7
10
15
—

Table III: Parameters for Lifetime Tweet Distributions Fit By MLE
Distribution
Name
Power
Law

Params

PMF

(MLE)
α

1
1
·
ζ(α, xmin ) xα

xmin
Type-II
Discrete
Weibull

c
x1−β

x−1
Y

1−

n=1

c
n1−β



β
c

1.54
12.00
0.17
0.32

[Wilkinson 2008]
[Huberman et al. 2009]

We quantify contribution as the number of tweets sent,8 so the lifetime contribution
is the tweet count when the user becomes inactive. Following Wilkinson [Wilkinson
2008], a user who has not tweeted for six months (as of June 2013 when our lifetime
contributions dataset was collected) is inactive.
Figure 2 plots the logarithmically-binned [Milojević 2010] empirical distribution. It
is heavy-tailed, but decays more quickly in the upper tail than a true power law. The
higher density in the last bin (∼200 000 tweets) is due to Twitter’s rate limits of 1000
tweets per day and 100 tweets per hour,9 because users that would occupy the upper tail
(>200 000 tweets) are forced into this bin.10 YouTube exhibits the same non-power law,
upper tail cutoff [Huberman et al. 2009], consistent with a common dynamic underlying
both systems.
3.1. Critique of Previously-Reported Power Law Behavior

Surprisingly, the cutoff does not match the strong power law evidence reported for
Bugzilla, Essembly, Wikipedia, and Digg [Wilkinson 2008]. We believe those systems do
contain a similar cutoff, but it was obscured by the analysis methods used. We observe
three weaknesses in the prior analysis. First, the equal-count binning method11 used
obscures the upper tail behavior; logarithmic binning is preferable [Milojević 2010].
Second, maximum likelihood estimation, not binned regression, should be used for
fitting [Clauset et al. 2009]. Finally, the goodness-of-fit should be computed against the
empirical distribution function (Kolmogorov–Smirnov or Anderson–Darling test), not
against binned data (the G-test) [Clauset et al. 2009].
The original datasets are unavailable,12 so we tested our hypothesis by applying the
same methods to our Twitter data. As expected, equal-count binning, shown in the inset
of Figure 2, hides the known cutoff. The G-test for a power law fit by regression to the
improperly binned data indicates a good match (Table II), despite the obvious mismatch
in the real data. Clearly, these methods can obscure any underlying cutoff. Our results
8 One

could instead consider retweets, replies, or direct messages, but obtaining data for these is more difficult.
manually verified that the most-prolific accounts were tweeting at or near the rate limit.
10 The rate limit means that the lifetime contribution distribution can be viewed as a censored [Johnson et al.
2005] version of the “natural” distribution, i.e., the natural rate for prolific users is only partially known.
11 In equal-count binning, each bin is sized to contain the same number of samples and thus the same area
under the density function. For B bins, the height of a bin bi is computed as B/w(bi ), where w(bi ) is the
width of bi .
12 Emails to the author bounced as undeliverable.
9 We
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are consistent with Bugzilla, Essembly, Wikipedia, and Digg contributions containing
the same cutoffs as Twitter and YouTube, but the original data would be needed to
prove this hypothesis.
3.2. Lifetime Tweets Follow a Weibull Distribution

If the distribution is not power law, what is it? Examining the hazard function, or
probability that a user who has made x contributions quits without another, provides the answer. Shown in Figure 3, the hazard function is an obvious power law.
Wilkinson referred to this behavior in other online communities as participation momentum [Wilkinson 2008]; we will return to that interpretation later.
13
The power law hazard function xα−1
for continu1−β is that of the Weibull distribution,
ous support. For discrete support, the distribution with a power law hazard function
14
is called a Type II Discrete
Weibull
 [Stein and Dattero 1984] and has mass function
Qx−1 
α−1
α−1
Pr(X = x) = x1−β n=1 1 − n1−β . A maximum likelihood fit to the lifetime contribution data yields β = 0.17 and α = 1.32, as shown in Figure 2. The upper tail deviates
slightly, which we attribute to Twitter’s rate limit policy. Some users that would have
tweeted more than ∼200 000 times were artificially limited to fewer tweets, increasing
the weight in that portion of the upper tail.
3.3. Interpreting the Hazard Function as Participation Momentum

Wilkinson [Wilkinson 2008] used a notion of participation momentum to explain the
power law hazard function. For his assumed power law distribution, C x1α , the hazard
function is α−1
and α can be seen as a metric for the effort needed to contribute.
x
Higher required effort leads to a higher probability of quitting. Table II shows the
α’s for several systems. Intuitively, tweeting seems more taxing than voting on Digg
stories but less so than commenting on Bugzilla reports. And indeed, we find that
αDigg < αTwitter < αBugzilla .
Alternatively, the hazard function might be more directly related to account age than
total contributions. To reject this possibility, we compared the Kendall tau rank correlations [Kendall 1938] (a non-parametric measure of possibly non-linear correlation)
between lifetime contributions, age, and average tweet rate (lifetime contributions/age).
Unsurprisingly, age (i.e., longer life) correlates with increased lifetime contributions
(τ = 0.4708, p = 0.00, 95% CI [0.4690, 0.4726]). In contrast, the tweet rate is essentially uncorrelated with lifetime contributions (τ = −0.0067, p = 0.00, 95% CI [−0.0085,
−0.0049]), indicating that the momentum function is not driven by age. If it were, the
correlation would be strongly positive because faster tweeters would generate more
tweets in their (independently determined) lifetimes. The strong negative relationship between tweet rate and age (τ = −0.5687, p = 0.00, 95% CI [−0.5705, −0.5669])
further supports this conclusion. The hazard rate is determined by the current total
contributions, so users with higher tweet rates must have shorter lifetime ages.
α−1
The hazard function we observe ( xα−1
1−β instead of Wilkinson’s
x ) invites additional
thought. The new parameter β (β = 0 in Wilkinson’s model) models momentum gain—
a higher β translates to more momentum gain per contribution. For example, one
could imagine that β reflects a feedback effect. Positive (negative) viewer-generated
feedback like retweets and replies in Twitter or comments and view counts in YouTube
might accelerate (decelerate) momentum gains relative to systems without such visible
13 The

Weibull distribution is sometimes called the stretched exponential.
much more common Type I Discrete Weibull [Nakagawa and Osaki 1975] instead preserves the
exponential form of the complementary cumulative density function.

14 The
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feedback, like Digg votes or Wikipedia edits.15 Refinement of this interpretation is a
promising area for future work.
In summary,

lifetime contributions in Twitter are driven by a power law hazard
α−1
function x1−β viewed as participation momentum. α reflects the effort needed to
contribute and β the amount of feedback provided by system. The power law momentum
leads to a Type II Discrete Weibull distribution for lifetime contributions. This dynamic
holds across a variety of online communities [Wilkinson 2008; Huberman et al. 2009].
4. DISTRIBUTION OF TWEET RATES

The distribution of tweet rates is arguably the most important statistic for microblogging
system design. An architecture designed for uniform messaging rates across the network
will struggle with a heavy-tailed rate distribution. In this section, we describe an
analytical model and generative mechanism for the rate distribution and reject a model
previously proposed for telephone call rates. Although we are most interested in the
tweet rate distribution, we model the easier-to-consider tweet count distribution. The
former is easily recovered by factoring out the 4-month sampling duration.
4.1. An Analytical Approximation of the Tweet Rate Distribution

Figure 4 plots the logarithmically-binned empirical tweet distribution. It is heavy-tailed,
consistent with other forms of authorship [Lotka 1926]. The tails form two different
regimes meeting at X = ∼2000, each heavy-tailed but with different exponents. We
show in Section 4.3 that this phase change is a dynamic effect related to the sampling
period (i.e., four months)—the crossing point increases with the square of the period.
A closed-form of the distribution makes simulating microblogging performance and
comparing rates across communication systems much simpler. The forthcoming generative model in Section 4.3 is not analytically tractable, so we first describe an analytical
15 Wilkinson’s

reported results are consistent with this hypothesis. The contribution types with the most
visible feedback—Essembly and Digg submissions—show little support for a power law, with p-values of 0.25
and 0.04. β > 0 would explain the non-power law behavior. The distribution for YouTube by Huberman et al.
also shows a cutoff [Huberman et al. 2009] consistent with a hazard function where β > 0.
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approximation. Figure 4 suggests a cutoff power law, but the upper tail is heavier
than the common exponential cutoff [Clauset et al. 2009]. Instead, the cutoff appears
lognormal, suggesting the following density function,16


ln x − µ
p(x) = cx−β Φc
,
(1)
σ
where Φc is the complementary CDF of the standard normal distribution and c is a
normalizing constant. The maximum likelihood fit is shown in Figure 4, with β =
1.13, µ = 7.6, σ = 1.06,
 and c = 0.19. The lognormal cutoff shape is seen by noting
√z
2

−z 2

and erfc(z) ≈ √1π e z for z  1, leading to the approximately


(ln x−µ)2
∝ σ e− 2σ2 for ln x−µ  1. The power law exponent
lognormal form Φc ln x−µ
σ
σ
∼ ln x−µ
in the lower tail is β, the phase change to the cutoff regime occurs at exp(µ), and the
steepness of the upper tail is controlled by σ.
that Φc (z) ∝ erfc

4.2. The Distribution is Not Double Pareto–Lognormal

At first glance, Figure 4 appears to be Double Pareto-Lognormal (DPLN), a recentlydiscovered distribution that has found wide-spread popularity across many fields,
perhaps due to its clear generative interpretation [Reed and Jorgensen 2004]. Seshadri
et al. suggested its use for communication rates, specifically call rates in a cellular
network, interpreting the generative process as evolving social wealth (a measure of
how much social interaction a person has with others) [Seshadri et al. 2008]. However,
in this section we show that the DPLN does not correctly capture the lower tail behavior
of tweet rates (or call rates). In the next section, we describe a different mechanism to
explain the shape.
We first summarize the origin of the DPLN distribution [Reed and Jorgensen
2004]. Given a stochastic process X evolving via Geometric Brownian motion (GBM)
dX = µX + σX dW where W is the Wiener process and the initial state is lognormally distributed, log X0 ∼ N (ν, τ 2 ), then Xt is also lognormally distributed,
2
2
2
log Xt ∼ N (ν + µ−σ
2 t, τ + σ t). If the observation (or killing) time t , T is exponentially
distributed, T ∼ Exp(λ), then the observed (or final) state has DPLN distribution,
XT ∼ DPLN(α, β,
α > 0 and −β < 0 are the roots of the characteristic
 ν, τ ),2 where

2
equation σ2 z 2 + µ − σ2 z − λ = 0. Seshadri et al. [Seshadri et al. 2008] proposed that
the number of calls made by an individual reflects an underlying social wealth that
evolves via such a GBM. For an exponentially growing population, the age distribution
of the sampled users is exponential and the resulting distribution of calls (or social
wealth) will be DPLN. This model seems qualitatively reasonable for Twitter as well,
but cannot capture the correct power law exponent in the lower tail (see Figure 4). The
call distribution data exhibits a similar mismatch, undermining the model’s suitability
there as well.
β
α
The density function of DPLN(α, β, ν, τ ) is f (x) = α+β
f1 (x) + α+β
f2 (x), where f1 (x) =




2
2
ln
x−ν+βτ
αx−α−1 A(α, ν, τ )Φ ln x−ν−ατ
, f2 (x) = βxβ−1 A(−β, ν, τ )Φc
, A(θ, ν, τ ) =
τ
τ


θν+θ 2 τ 2
c
exp
, and Φ and Φ are the CDF and complementary CDF of the standard nor2
mal distribution. f1 and f2 are the limiting densities as α → ∞ and β → ∞, respectively,
and are called the right Pareto lognormal and left Pareto lognormal distributions.
16 We

use a continuous model for simplicity. The integral data can be viewed as a rounded version of the
product of the true tweet rate and sampling period.
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Two observations stand out. First, the distribution is Pareto in both tails, with
minimum slope of −1 in the lower. Second, the left Pareto lognormal form is nearly
equivalent to our expression Equation 1, which differs only by accommodating lower
tail exponents below −1. Figure 4 shows maximum likelihood fits of both the DPLN
and left Pareto lognormal distributions. The lower tail is steeper than allowed by the
DPLN (−1.13 < −1) and fits that model poorly. The call distribution data shows a
similar mismatch. Although the DPLN is widely applicable, it does not model these
communication patterns. Our model in the following section should better fit the call
data [Seshadri et al. 2008] as well.
In the upper tail, both distributions fit equally well (i.e., a likelihood ratio test does
not favor either fit). The data are insufficient to distinguish a lognormal from a power
law upper tail, a common issue [Clauset et al. 2009]. We favor the lognormal form for
Equation 1 because it is simpler (i.e., has fewer parameters) and most real world “power
laws” exhibit some cutoff [Clauset et al. 2009].
4.3. An Urn Process Generating the Tweet Rate Distribution

In this section we develop an urn process to describe the tweet distribution in Figure 4.
The phase change is a dynamic effect governed by the sampling period. As the period
increases, the distribution approaches that of the lower tail—approximately Pareto
with exponent −1.13. In practical terms, high-rate tweeters are much rarer in a finite
sample than the asymptotic distribution would predict.
Figure 5 shows the distribution for three sample periods, illustrating the dynamic
phase change. The lower tail extends further with the longer period. Degree distributions in growing networks evolve similarly. Although simple preferential attachment
of new nodes leads to a straight power law [Barabási and Albert 1999], when existing nodes also generate new edges via preferential attachment, the distribution
is double Pareto (with exponents -2 and -3) with a time-dependent crossing point
1
(kc = [b2 t(2 + αt)] /2 ) [Barabási et al. 2002].17 A similar model describes the tweet
distribution.
Consider the evolution of the sample of tweets. Users join the sample upon their
first tweet (during the sample period) and then continue to produce additional tweets
at some rate. Discretize time relative to new users joining the sample, i.e., one user
joins at each time step so there are t users at time t. Let k(s, t) be the (expected) tweet
count at time t for the user first observed at time s. Assume new tweets are generated
at a constant average rate c, i.e., ct new tweets appear at each time step, distributed
among existing users with frequency proportional to A + k(s, t)α . A is some initial
attractiveness and α is the non-linearity of the preference [Dorogovtsev and Mendes
A+k(s,t)α
= (1 + ct) R t A+k(u,t)
2002]. The resulting continuum equation18 is ∂ k(s,t)
α du .
∂t
0

An analytical solution exists when A = 0 and α = 1 [Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2001],
but for the general case we resort to Monte Carlo simulations. Figure 5 shows the close
match to the empirical density when A = 1 and α = 0.88.19 Assuming the power law
form of the asymptotic density, p(k) ∝ k −β , the power law form of the rate distribution
can be recovered. Taking λ as the tweet rate and noting that λ ∝ k −α when k  A, then
√
a network that allows self-edges, the exponents are -3/2 and -3 with crossing time kc ≈ ct(2 +
ct)
[Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2000].
18 We use the notation and continuous approximation of Dorogovtsev and Mendes [Dorogovtsev and Mendes
2001].
19 Parameters were chosen by a coarse, manual exploration of the space. Fine-tuning might further improve
the fit.

17 In
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p(λ) = p(k −α ) ∝ α1 λ− α . Thus, for α close to 1, the power law exponent recovered
from Figure 4 slightly overestimates that of the tweet rate.
Going back to the analytical approximation of Equation 1, µ is related to ct by
µ ≈ 1.32 ln(ct) + 0.56. β = 1.13 and σ = 1.06 are constants best determined by fitting.
4.4. Distributions of Retweeter and Retweetee Rates

The retweet and retweetee rates show a similar dynamic behavior in Figure 6. The
retweet behavior differs only in the average rate c, which is about 2× lower. The
retweetee distribution exhibits two interesting differences. First, it extends further
to the right, indicating that retweets of popular users outnumber tweets from prolific
retweeters. Second, the slopes of the power law regimes are more consistent with a
pure preferential attachment process (i.e., α = 1). The retweetee rate comes directly
from a preferential attachment process—initial retweets increase exposure, begetting
additional retweets—and thus should match the linear form seen in other systems. The
power law form of the tweet and retweet rates describes the underlying propensity to
tweet, but without the same generative interpretation.
5. DISTRIBUTION OF INTERTWEET DURATIONS

Arrival processes in communication systems are traditionally assumed to be Poisson [Brown et al. 2005], but per-individual interval distributions for various activities
including email, printing, and telephone calls are heavy-tailed [Barabási and Oliveira
2005; Harder and Paczuski 2006; Candia et al. 2008]. We show that this same behavior holds in Twitter, with our analysis mirroring that of Candia et al. for telephone
calls [Candia et al. 2008] to enable easy comparison. The SNAP tweet dataset is used
for this analysis.
We group the users by their total tweets to isolate the effects of differing tweet rates.
Figure 7 plots the empirical distributions. Scaling by the group’s average interevent
time (∆ta ) collapses the distributions to a single curve, shown in Figure 8. This universal
trait is also found in email and telephone systems [Goh and
2008; Candia et al.
 Barabási

1
∆T
2008]: the distribution is described by Pr(∆T ) = ∆T
F
,
where
F (·) is indepen∆Ta
a


dent of the average rate. The best-fit cutoff power law is Pr(∆T ) ∝ (∆T )−α exp − ∆T
,
τc
with exponent α ≈ 0.8 and cutoff τc ≈ 8.1 d, shown as the black line in Figure 8. Here,
∆Ta is the average across the entire population.
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6. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RETWEET GRAPH

The natural and explicit network in Twitter—the social graph in which a directed edge
represents the follower relationship—has been well-studied. Kwak et al. first reported
on basic network properties like degree distribution, reciprocity, and average path
length [Kwak et al. 2010], and later works have studied these and other characteristics
in more detail [Bliss et al. 2012; Teutle 2010; Gabielkov and Legout 2012; Ghosh et al.
2012]. However, an alternative, implicit network—the retweet graph in which a directed
edge indicates that the source retweeted the destination—has been largely neglected.
We conduct the first characterization of the retweet graph and confirm that it, like
many real-world networks, is small-world and scale-free. The reported metrics are
useful for generating random retweet graphs using general parametric models like
R-MAT [Chakrabarti et al. 2004] (a = 0.52, b = 0.18, c = 0.17, d = 0.13) or other more
specific generative models [Bollobás et al. 2003].
We pay particular attention to contrasting the social following20 and retweet graphs.
Intuitively, they should be similar because retweets are usually sent by followers.
However, we conjecture that the retweet graph more closely models the real-world
social and trust relationships among users, because it derives from a more forceful
action—not just listening to others’ ideas, but actively forwarding them to one’s own
friends. Using the follower graph as a trust proxy has been proposed for applications
ranging from spam filtering [Benevenuto et al. 2010; Song et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2012]
to Sybil detection [Yu et al. 2008b; Yu et al. 2008a]. We conjecture that the retweet
graph is a better choice and provide some supporting evidence. Full treatment of this
conjecture is a promising avenue for further study.
6.1. Analyzing a Random Subsample of the Retweet Graph

The retweet graph is constructed from our largest dataset, the 10% sample, and contains
59 659 366 vertices and 426 584 484 edges. This sample does not include all edges.
Rather, an edge is included with probability proportional to the number of retweets
sent along it. However, 60% of edges have a single retweet and 98% have fewer than 10
(see Figure 9), so for simplicity we assume each edge is included with 10% probability.
Many measured properties in an edge-sampled graph differ from the original graph.
When possible, we use the EM-based method from Section 2.5 to correct our results.
When not, we estimate the errors using the literature on sampled graphs [Lee et al.
2006; Son et al. 2012; Stumpf et al. 2005].
6.2. Degree Distributions
i
We begin with the in- and out-degree distributions. The in-degree kin
of a node i is
i
the number of unique users who retweeted i and the out-degree kout
is the number of
P
i
unique users retweeted by i. The average in-degree hkin i , N −1 i∈V kin
= 88.4 and
the similarly-defined average out-degree hkout i = 74.3. V is the set of nodes, and N
is their cardinality. In reality hkin i = hkout i; the observed difference is an artifact of
the EM-based population estimation. The degree standard deviations are σin = 4187.3
and σout = 228.4. Higher in-degree variance is expected because, as with real-world
networks [Son et al. 2012], popularity (the number of users who retweeted an individual)
is more variable than prolificity (the number of users an individual retweeted).
The distributions, shown in Figure 10, are similar to the social following graph [Kwak
et al. 2010]. Both are heavy-tailed and exhibit the same two-phase power law common
to such networks. Similar to the tweet rate distribution (Section 4.3), the two phases are

20 The

social following graph is simply the social follower graph with the edge direction reversed to match
that of the retweet graph.
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tivities r.
a dynamic effect arising from two forms of evolution in the graph [Barabási et al. 2002;
Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2001]—the addition of new nodes and preferential attachment
of new edges between existing nodes. The outgoing (incoming) node i for a new edge
is selected with relative probability dout (i) + δout (din (i) + δin ), where δout and δin are
the initial attractiveness constants and d(·) returns the node degree. Bollobás et al.
elucidate this process for a general context [Bollobás et al. 2003].
The power law exponents are determined by δout (δin ). The lower tails are similar
with α ≈ 1.3. In the upper tail, αout = 3.75 and αin = 2.2. ain matches the followers
graph (2.3) [Kwak et al. 2010] and is in the range of most real-world networks (2–3).
αout exceeds that range because prolificity is not inherently preferential like popularity.
6.3. Reciprocity

Reciprocity is the fraction of links that are bidirectional. Many social networks have
high reciprocity—most relationships are bidirectional (68% in Flickr [Cha et al. 2009]
and 84% on Yahoo! 360 [Kumar et al. 2006]). In the Twitter follow graph, reciprocity
is lower at just 22.1% [Kwak et al. 2010]. If retweeting is more discriminating than
following, the retweet reciprocity should be lower. Indeed, it is just 11.1%.21 Higher
reciprocity in the follower graph may stem from the popularity of follow-back schemes
in which a user, in an attempt to gain followers, promises to follow back anyone who
follows him. The low reciprocity suggests that using the retweet graph as a proxy for
trust is promising. Although a malicious node can establish many outgoing links, it has
little control over the incoming links.
6.4. Average Shortest Path Length (Degree of Separation)

The real-world human social network has a small average shortest path length (APL)
of about six, shown most famously by Stanley Milgram [Milgram 1967; Travers and
Milgram 1969]. Many online networks are similar [Watts and Strogatz 1998; Leskovec
and Horvitz 2008], but the social followers graph is denser with an APL of 4.12 [Kwak
et al. 2010]. Kwak et al. attribute this difference to Twitter’s additional role as an information source. Edges are more dense because users follow both social acquaintances
and sources of interesting content.
21 We

estimated the distribution of all non-zero pairwise edge weight tuples (the number of retweets in both
directions) from the 10% sample using the EM algorithm. The fraction that are non-zero in both directions is
the reciprocity.
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We determined the path length distribution of the 10% edge-sampled graph by
computing all shortest paths for both 1000 and 5000 random starting nodes. The
obtained distributions (shown in Figure 11) overlap, indicating a sufficient sample size.
Lee et al. showed that edge sampling increases the APL by 1.5–3× (the gray range in the
inset plot) depending on the graph structure [Lee et al. 2006]. We use 1.5×, determined
by sampling the followers graph,22 to estimate the full distribution (grey line in plot).
The estimated APL is 4.8 and the 90th-percentile or effective diameter [Palmer et al.
2001] is 8.5. The difference from the followers graph is within estimation error.
The best-fit distribution (solid line in plot) is log-normal23 with µ = 1.5 and σ =
0.27. This differs from undirected Erdös-Rényi (ER) graphs, for which the limiting
distribution is Weibull [Bauckhage et al. 2013], but we do not know of similar theoretical
results for directed graphs.
6.5. Assortativity (Node Degree Correlation)

Degree assortativity—the tendency of nodes to connect with others of similar degree—
summarizes the structural characteristics that in part determine both how content
(e.g., retweets or disease) spreads and resilience to node removal [Newman 2002]. In
an assortative network, content easily propagates through connected components of
tightly clustered, high degree nodes that are resistant to node removal, but may not
reach the low degree boundary of the network. Conversely, a disassortative network
has larger connected components so content propagates further, but can be partitioned
by the removal of a high degree node.
For undirected networks, assortativity is simply the Pearson correlation between the
degrees of adjacent nodes.24 The concept generalizes to directed networks by considering
all possible directional degree pairs as separate assortativity metrics [Foster et al.
2010], r(in, in), r(in, out), r(out, in), r(out, out), again using the Pearson correlation
r(α, β) ,

j
i j
i
hkα
kβ i−hkα
ihkβ
i
,
σkα σkβ

where α, β ∈ {in, out}, kαi (kβj ) is the α-degree (β-degree) of

source (destination) node i (j), the averages h·i are taken over all directional edges
(i → j), and σkα (σkβ ) is the variance of the α-degree (β-degree).
We characterize and contrast these metrics for both the Twitter social following
graph [Kwak et al. 2010] and retweet graph. Edge sampling impacts the degrees of all
nodes identically and thus does not affect assortativity (see Figure 12) [Lee et al. 2006].
Figure 13 plots the assortativities for both networks. Although most real-world
social networks are assortative [Newman 2002], online social networks are instead
disassortative [Hu and Wong 2009]. The social followers graph is no exception, showing
weak disassortativity across all measures. In contrast, the retweet graph is more
assortative across all measures. It is near-neutral for both r(in, ·) metrics, indicating
independence between one’s own retweet behavior and the number of retweets received.
This is consistent with the graph containing useful trust information, because a user
cannot influence the quantity of retweets received by selectively retweeting popular
(r(in, in)) or prolific (r(in, out)) users. The high (out, out) assortativity is more consistent
with real-world social networks and indicates that prolific retweeters retweet each
22 The

2009 crawl [Kwak et al. 2010] is complete, so we compared the true statistic against that of a 10%
subsample.
23 We compared with the Weibull, Gumbel, Fréchet, and the encompassing generalized extreme value
distributions.
24 Litvak and van der Hofstad recently showed that the Pearson-based assortativity metric decreases with
network size, complicating comparisons across networks of different size [Litvak and van der Hofstad
2013]. They recommend using a rank-order correlation, like Spearman’s rho, instead. We are comparing
with networks of similar size (i.e., the follower’s graph), so Pearson’s metric is acceptable and facilitates
comparison with previously published metrics for similarly-sized graphs.
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other. Interestingly, they are not tightly clustered (or the (in, out)-assortativity would
be higher).
In Twitter, tweets propagate to followers, so the social graph disassortativity is
helpful. The connected component is larger and tweets disseminate further more
quickly. Increased susceptibility to node failure is acceptable in a centralized system.
In a decentralized system that relies more heavily on the retweet graph structure for
propagation, e.g., 1am [1am 2013], the resilience to node failure implied by its neutral
and positive assortativities would instead be helpful.
6.6. Clustering Coefficient

A clustering coefficient quantifies the tendency of neighboring nodes to form highly
connected clusters. Many real-world networks exhibit tighter clustering than would be
expected in similar random graphs [Watts and Strogatz 1998]. We consider the global
3N
clustering coefficient,25 defined for undirected graphs as C , N34 , where N3 is the
number of open or closed triplets (three vertices connected by two or three edges) and N4
is the number of closed triplets (3-vertex cliques). Unlike the alternative local clustering
coefficient, this definition is suitable for networks with isolated nodes [Kaiser 2008].
In essence, C gives the probability that any two neighbors of a node are themselves
connected.
Following the approach introduced by Fagiolo for the local clustering coefficient [Fagiolo 2007], we extend the metric to directed graphs by separately considering the
four types of directed triplets, shown in Figure 14. The four clustering coefficients
Cβ∈{cycle, middleman, in, out} are the fraction of β-triplets that are closed.
An estimator of the population clustering coefficient of an α-edge sampled graph
b , 1 C, seen by noting that a triplet is included in the sample
(α = 0.1 for us) is C
α
2
with probability α and as a closed triplet with probability α3 . This estimate is biased,
because the triplets are not independent and edges could be concentrated towards open
(or closed) triplets. In practice however, it performs well on large samples, as shown in
Figure 15 for the social following graph.
Figure 16 plots the results for both the social and retweet graphs. The former has low
clustering, but clustering in the retweet graph is significant for all metrics except in.
Cycle is the only fully (transitively) connected triplet type, and thus cycle-clustering
25 Sometimes

called the transitivity or transitivity ratio.
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should best reflect true clustering in the underlying social groups and interest topics.
The higher clustering in the retweet graph indicates that retweet relationships are more
concentrated than following relationships, consistent with our hypothesis of higher
trust.26
Although the middleman, in, and out types are all rotations of the same basic nontransitive triplet, their coefficients differ due to the non-uniform degree distribution.
Cin is low because the majority of (in, in) edge pairs point towards a few popular users
who are retweeted by many otherwise-unrelated users. The high Cmiddleman and Cout
coefficients are reflections of the same phenomenon—transitive retweeting. User a
retweeting user i’s retweet of user c is recorded by Twitter as a retweeting c (hence the
name middleman). Often a will also retweet some of i’s original content, closing the
triplet. In the out case, node i plays the role of a instead of the middleman. Surprisingly,
such transitive retweeting happens frequently (Cmiddleman = 0.32 and Cout = 0.29). In
other words, 30% of these possible two-degree retweet relationships exist.
6.7. Summary

We have confirmed that the retweet graph is scale-free and small-world, like many
social networks. Interestingly, its clustering and assortativity behavior more closely
match real-world networks than typical online networks, indicating that it may better
capture real-world relationships and have application as a proxy for trust. The scalefree, small-world confirmation enables the generation of random instances, e.g., using
R-MAT [Chakrabarti et al. 2004], for empirical study. We use this approach in Section 8
to evaluate the use of connectivity in the retweet graph to detect spammers.
7. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF DECENTRALIZED MICROBLOGGING
ARCHITECTURES

The preceding sections characterized tweet behavior—total quantity, average rate, and
interevent time—and the retweet graph structure. Although interesting in their own
right, in this section we discuss a particular application—the implications for the design
of performance-constrained, decentralized microblogging platforms like 1am [1am 2013].
In such systems, bandwidth and energy—scarce resources—must be carefully allocated
to achieve some notion of fairness. We discuss implications for such allocation strategies.
26 N.B., not all retweets (or transitive retweets) indicate trust. Some users retweet to express disagreement
with the original tweet.
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We caution that user behaviors in a decentralized system may differ from Twitter.
The strong regularities seen across other online platforms suggest that significant
similarities will persist, but certain aspects might be different. For example, one’s
retweet behavior in Twitter may be highly dependent on whom one explicitly follows,
but systems like 1am remove that control. Lacking data from a real distributed microblogging system, we use the Twitter data as the best available proxy, but note that
further studies on real systems will be needed to confirm these conclusions.
Power Law Participation Momentum: Most users quit after a few contributions,
so greedy allocation of resources to new users is wasteful. For example, a routing
scheme prioritizing messages from users with more contributions would implicitly
direct bandwidth away from temporary users.27 The known power law form of the
momentum function enables the design of optimal allocation strategies. For example,
consider storing old messages by distributing them across participating nodes. Nodes
with more contributions are more reliable (less likely to leave the network) and thus
require a lower storage replication factor. These failure probabilities can be easily
modeled.
Heavy-Tailed Rate Distribution: The two-phase tweet rate distribution has implications for short-term message delivery and long-term message storage. The message generation rate may be modeled as lognormal—messages are naturally better-distributed
in the network than a power law would suggest, reducing points of congestion and
better balancing bandwidth use. In the long term, however, the average tweet rates
follow the asymptotic power law with its much heavier tail, posing issues for archiving
and retrieval of tweets. For example, sharding [Sadalage and Fowler 2012] messages
across nodes by author will result in a few nodes storing and serving the majority of
the archived content. The archiving system must be designed to handle the power law
distribution.
Heavy-tailed Interevent Distribution: Simulation and other performance analysis
approaches must use heavy-tail distributions for interevent times. Standard Poisson
distributions will grossly underpredict these times, increasing simulated congestion
and resulting in over-provisioned designs.
Small-World, Assortative, Clustered Retweet Graph: In a centralized platform, a
single entity can moderate bad behavior, reject spammers, and ensure fair division of
resources. Participants in a decentralized platform must perform these tasks without
implicit trust in others. The implicit retweet graph seems to encode some information
about the real-world relationships of users that can be inferred for these purposes.
Higher assortativity is more indicative of a real world network than a social network
and the high clustering implies that users have some commonalities around which
they gather. We explore this direction in the next section, using spammer detection via
connectivity in the retweet graph as an example.
8. LEVERAGING THE RETWEET GRAPH FOR SPAMMER DETECTION

Spam is a problem for many communication platforms [Thomas et al. 2011; Yang
et al. 2012], but is troublesome for decentralized, censorship-resistant microblogging
platforms. Twitter, as a centralized service, can decree what constitutes spam, use its
full knowledge of user behavior to detect violators [Benevenuto et al. 2010; Chen et al.
2011; McCord and Chuah 2011; Song et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2012; Wang 2010; Yang
et al. 2011], and limit the creation of new accounts. However, at its root, such filtering
is a form of censorship. In a censorship-less and decentralized network, filtering must
27 We do not consider how malicious users might manipulate such schemes, but resistance to such attacks
would be important for any practical protocol.
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be applied individually and locally.28 We develop a detection approach based on the
structure of the retweet graph.
8.1. Approach Overview and Background

Detection approaches can focus either on individual messages (spam detection) or on
the sender (spammer detection). The latter is most applicable to microblogs, because the
short message lengths (less than 250 characters) make content analysis difficult [Benevenuto et al. 2010]. Spammer detection takes two forms differentiated by the default
presumption. Blacklisting assumes that users are not spammers until proven otherwise,
while whitelisting presumes the opposite. The former is a non-starter in registrar-less,
decentralized networks [1am 2013] because blacklisted accounts are easily and cheaply
replaced. Some form of whitelisting is required.
Whitelisting presents its own issue. Manual whitelisting, akin to following someone on Twitter, is time-consuming and prevents previously-unacquainted users from
connecting. We develop a method for automatically whitelisting users based on the
intuition that non-spammers will rarely retweet spammers. This approach is easily
bootstrapped by whitelisting just a few friends and, in decentralized networks, requires only local information—retweets overhead from neighbors. Blacklisting is used
to block previously-good accounts that have started sending spam. Becoming whitelisted
requires some effort—an account must generate content that others find worthy of
sharing—and thus such accounts are not quickly or easily replaced.
Many researchers have considered spam detection in Twitter [Benevenuto et al. 2010;
Chen et al. 2011; McCord and Chuah 2011; Song et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2012; Wang
2010; Yang et al. 2011]. We survey the two most relevant works here.
Benevenuto [Benevenuto et al. 2010] studied the classification performance of 60
tweet and tweeter attributes, ranging from hashtags per tweet to the ratio of followers to
friends. Aside from the obvious inclusion of URLs and account age,29 the most sensitive
attributes were related to social behavior—ratio of followers to friends, number of
replies to messages, etc. Noting that spammers can easily alter the content of tweets,
they suggest focusing on these harder-to-manipulate attributes for detection. Their
proposed classifier has a 70% true positive rate (TPR) and a 4% false positive rate
(FPR).
Song, Lee, and Kim [Song et al. 2011] developed an approach based on the followers
graph that is similar to our proposal for the retweet graph. In particular, they consider
two metrics in the graph: distance—measured as the shortest path between two nodes—
and connectivity—measured via max-flow and random walk.30 A classifier over these
attributes had 95% TPR and 4% FPR, while the inclusion of attributes like URLs per
tweet improved the performance to 99% TPR and 1% FPR.
Decentralized systems might not include explicit social relationships (e.g., 1am [1am
2013]), so the followers graph cannot be used. Instead, we consider the implicit retweet
graph. Intuitively, content from spammers will not be heavily retweeted, and thus they
will be less connected to non-spammers in the graph, as illustrated in Figure 17. Node A
is connected to non-spammer B by three edge-independent paths, the shortest of which
has length two. Spammer S, on the other hand, is only connected via a single path of
length three. A separates spammers by classifying nodes based on their distance from
and edge-independent connectivities (i.e., max-flow with unit weight edges) to itself.
28 Distributed

filtering mechanisms can prevent spam from propagating through the network, but a local
mechanism is needed for at least the first hop.
29 Twitter actively removes spammer accounts, biasing the collected data.
30 The random walk metric is easily manipulated, because it requires treating the unidirectional edges as
bidirectional, removing the asymmetry between spammers and non-spammers. We do not consider it further.
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This scheme can be incorporated as follows. Each participant in the system maintains
a partial31 list of past messages sent by oneself and others. A partial retweet graph is
constructed from this dataset, with one vertex per sender and directional edges linking
each retweeter to the corresponding retweetees. Denoting the participant’s own vertex
as the root,32 the remaining participants are classified by two attributes: their distance
from the root and the maximum flow from the root to them. The textbook algorithms
for shortest path and max flow have respective time complexities of O(|E| + |V | log |V |)
and O(|E|f ), where f is the max flow. Both use linear space. Users classified as nonspammers are whitelisted.
This approach presents two bootstrapping problems. How does a new user with no
recorded history construct a retweet graph? How are messages from a new user who
has never been retweeted ever seen? For the first question, a user can copy the tweet
history from a trusted friend or bootstrap by explicitly whitelisting his friends. For the
second, the user can ask his friends to whitelist him, so they can then see and retweet
his messages, linking him to the graph. We also anticipate that some (particularly
bored) users will choose to view all incoming tweets, retweeting some that are not spam.
The following sections analyze the performance of this classification procedure on our
10% sample of the retweet graph and synthetic graphs for parameter sweeps.
8.2. Performance on the Twitter Retweet Graph

We first consider the performance on our 10% sample of the retweet graph. This sample
is problematic because most of the paths between non-spammers are not included (90%
of edges are missing), but is sufficient to show that the hypothesized differences exist.
We randomly chose 100 source–destination pairs of users for whom distances in the
retweet graph ranged from 1 to 45, for 4500 pairs in total. We obtained ground truth
classification for these 9000 users by querying the Twitter API to determine if the
account had been removed in the 18 months following the initial collection. Twitter
actively seeks out and bans spammers, so the majority of the spammers will have been
removed. Some non-spammers will have also deleted their own accounts, so we refer
to these categories as removed and extant. We believe that most removed users were
spammers [Thomas et al. 2011].
We consider only the pairs whose source node is extant, because we are not interested
in how well spammers can detect other spammers. Figure 18 shows the percentage of
destination nodes in each category by the distance from their sources. Clearly, distance
in the retweet graph is correlated with being a spammer. A classifier over this attribute
alone achieves a TPR of 75% with an FPR of 25%.
The second attribute, connectivity, shows no correlation in the 10% sample graph
because the majority of edges are missing. Most pairs with between one and ten
independent paths in the original graph have only one or no paths in the sampled
graph, making it impossible to distinguish a non-spam node linked by ten paths from
a spam node linked by one. Instead, we turn to synthetic retweet graphs to study the
performance of the combined classifier.
8.3. Performance on Synthetic Retweet Graphs

The analysis in Section 6 showed that the retweet graph is scale-free and small-world,
enabling the generation of synthetic retweet graphs using R-MAT (Recursive Matrix),
an algorithm designed to generate a variety of such networks [Chakrabarti et al. 2004].
31 Only some messages sent by others will be heard. E.g., in 1am [1am 2013], only messages broadcast in the
vicinity of the node will be heard and included.
32 Trusting one’s own vertex as non-spammer breaks the otherwise problematic symmetry between the
non-spammer and spammer portions of the graph.
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retweet graphs.
Although metrics like assortativity and clustering are not directly controllable—RMAT cannot capture the differences between the followers and retweet graphs33 —it
is sufficient for our purposes as we depend only on the connectivity implied by the
small-world structure and the limited number of incoming edges to spammer nodes.
R-MAT produces scale-free, small-world graphs by treating edge assignment in the
adjacency matrix as a two-dimensional binomial cascade. We modify the procedure to
generate relatively fewer edges from benign to spammer nodes (B–S) than the other
possibilities (B–B, S–S, S–B), modeling the notion that non-spammers rarely retweet
spammers.
The modified R-MAT process is illustrated in Figure 19. We desire a graph with some
number of benign and spammer nodes, some number of non-B–S edges, and a relatively
smaller number of B–S edges. The adjacency matrix is divided into four quadrants and
the edges split among the B–B, S–S, and S–B quadrants in proportion to their areas.
Relatively fewer are assigned to the B–S quadrant. Within each quadrant, R-MAT is
used to place the edges. For each edge, the sub-quadrant in which to place the edge is
chosen according to probabilities a, b, c, and d (a + b + c + d = 1). The process recurses
until a single cell is selected for the edge.
The parameters a, b, c, and d are obtained via AutoMAT-fast [Chakrabarti et al.
2004], i.e., fitting the degree distribution of the retweet graph to that of the model. The
R-MAT process is essentially a two-dimensional binomial cascade, with the out-edges
assigned to the upper and lower halves with probabilities p , a + b and 1 − p and the
in-edges assigned to the left and right halves with probabilities q , a + c and 1 − q.
Letting N = 2n be the number of nodes and E the number
 to assign, then the

Pnof edges
expected number of nodes ck with out-degree k is ck = i=0 ni B k; E, pn−i (1 − p)i ,
where B(k; a, b) is the mass function of the binomial distribution B(a, b). The in-edge
distribution is computed similarly. Fitting to the retweet graph, we obtain a = 0.52,
b = 0.18, c = 0.17, and d = 0.13.
We fix the fraction of spam nodes at 10% and assume that spammer retweet behavior
mimics that of benign nodes retweeting each other. Spammers could alter their behavior
to gain more retweets. This is an example application, so we do not further consider
such threats.
33 Unfortunately,

this prevents us from comparing retweet-based with follower-based spam detection. A full
sample of the retweet graph would be needed.
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The performance of the classifier is primarily affected by two metrics—the fraction
of possible B–B edges that are present and the number of B–S edges per spammer
vertex—so we conduct parameter sweeps of these values.
If the B–B edge density is too low, many benign pairs will not be connected and the
false positive rate will be high. Figure 20 plots this density against the fraction of
benign pairs that are connected for a variety of network sizes. Above 5%, most pairs are
connected and above 10%, essentially all pairs are connected. We expect the number of
edges in a retweet graph to (above some point) grow linearly in the number of users, so
this relationship places a limit on the network size for which the technique is usable.
For larger networks (e.g., the world population), the technique will only work within
clusters for which the edge density is high enough—users outside of one’s own cluster
will be identified as spammers. For example, the average out-degree of Twitter, 75,
would support 25 000 participants. However, social relationships are clustered, so this
limitation should rarely be an issue in practice.34 In a network like 1am [1am 2013],
the effective community size is already limited by geography.
Figure 21 shows the classification performance. We use the J48 decision tree classifier
over both the distance and connectivity (max-flow) attributes, using 10-fold cross
validation. We sweep both the benign edge density (marker symbol and color) from
0.0002 to 0.003 and the number of B–S edges per spammer (marker size) from 0.01 to 1.
To reduce clutter, a single point35 from each resulting ROC curve is plotted. Two trends
are immediately clear. Decreasing the benign edge density increases the FPR, but an
FPR below 5% requires just a 0.3% edge density. Increasing the B–S rate (number of
B–S edges per spammer node) decreases the true positive rate. If less than one-tenth
of spammers are retweeted by benign nodes, the TPR is universally above 98%. The
sensitivity to B–S rate increases with edge density because the spammer nodes are
more interconnected (we hold the S–B and S–S densities equal to the B–B density).
In summary, inter-node distance in the retweet graph is highly correlated with being
a spammer (Figure 18), enabling detection. Simulations on the synthetic graphs show
that inter-node distance and inter-node max flow can identify spammers with greater
than 98% TPR and less than 5% FPR when fewer than one-tenth of spammers are
retweeted and at least 0.3% of possible edges between benign nodes are present. For a
community-sized network of 25000 participants, this implies an average node degree of
75, i.e., that of the Twitter retweet graph. For larger networks, the classification works
best within smaller sub-clusters where the edge density is higher.
9. CONCLUSION

We have presented an initial characterization of aggregate user behavior, describing
the distributions of lifetime contributions, tweet rates, and inter-tweet durations. These
behaviors are thought to be common across communication platforms, but our results
differ from prior analysis, suggesting future study to determine the true extent of
the similarities. Our retweet graph analysis revealed structural differences from the
followers graph that are more consistent with real world social networks. Explaining
the underlying causes of the observed differences is an open problem. We conjecture that
retweets more closely mirror real-world relationships and trust. Finally, we developed a
method for detecting spammers via their low connectivity in the retweet graph.

34 This

limitation prevents the discovery of content from outside of one’s own group, which is possible with
centralized Twitter today. Content can still traverse two groups if seen and retweeted by a member of both.
35 The selected points are generally near the knees of the curves, but within a class are intentionally chosen
to have similar FPRs.
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